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ABSTRACT: Designing molecular materials with the figures-
of-merit needed for all-optical switching applications requires
that, at the wavelengths of interest, the molecules have large
real components |Re(γ)| of the third-order polarizability (γ)
while at the same time maintaining small imaginary
components Im(γ). Polymethines have the potential to meet
these conditions, though to date only a few polymethines
exhibit large enough |Re(γ)/Im(γ)| for device applications.
From the sum-over-states expression for γ, it can be deduced
that when the transition dipole moment (μee′) between the
polymethine first and second excited states is minimized,
Im(γ) decreases and |Re(γ)| increases. Here, focusing on a
series of streptocyanines, we decompose μee′ into the transition dipole components of the constituent electronic transitions and
investigate how variations in chain length and substitution patterns alter μee′. The second, two-photon-allowed, excited state is
shown to be composed primarily of three excitations, two of which contribute to μee′ in an additive fashion, while the third
reduces the magnitude of μee′. As the conjugation path length growths, the competition between two factors, (i) the increased
wave function overlap in each constituent transition vs (ii) the increased influence of the electronic configuration with a negative
contribution to μee′, results in a weak dependence of μee′ on length. Electron-donating and -withdrawing substituents are shown
to affect μee′ by influencing the energetic spacing of the first few frontier molecular orbitals, which offers a path for further tuning
of μee′; in particular, it is found that a large energetic spacing between the HOMO−1 and HOMO levels and between the LUMO
and LUMO+1 levels is a critical feature to achieve small μee′ values.
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The demand for data transmission is escalating at a
tremendous pace as a result of the cumulative rise in tele-/

videocommunications, cloud computing, video and music
streaming, and the upsurge in use of mobile devices (e.g.,
smart phones, tablets), among many factors.1 To meet future
requirements, it is estimated that optical switches within the
fiber optic framework will need to operate at rates faster than 1
terabit/s,2 an order of magnitude faster than current
optoelectrical switches within the telecommunications wave-
length window (λ = 1300−1550 nm; ℏω = 0.95−0.8 eV).3 All-
optical switching (AOS) interconnects provide opportunities to
meet these demands.4−6 In an all-optical switch, an incoming
optical “data” signal is manipulated by a second optical
“switching” signal (without the need for any electrical signal)
via the interaction of the light with a photonic material with a
sizable third-order nonlinear optical (NLO) response. For
efficient AOS, at a given wavelength, the photonic material
must (i) possess a large nonlinear refractive index, which is
directly proportional to the real component, Re(γ), of the third-
order polarizability, γ, and (ii) have minimal two-photon
absorption (TPA) losses, which are directly proportional to the

imaginary component of γ, Im(γ). The figure of merit (FOM),
defined as |Re(γ)/Im(γ)|, is required to be greater than 4π for a
switch to be considered functional.7

Organic π-conjugated materials have long held interest for a
wide variety of NLO applications,8−13 with polyenes (i.e.,
conjugated molecules with an even number of sp2-hybridized
CH groups) and polymethines (i.e., conjugated molecules with
an odd number of sp2-hybridized CH groups) serving as
prototypical materials for many fundamental and applied
studies (Figure 1). In these systems, the first two excited states
are the 1B-type state (e), which has a large one-photon
absorption (OPA) cross-section, and the 2A-type state (e′),
which is two-photon allowed. Importantly (see Figure 1), the
order of these states differs in the two molecular classes: in
polymethines, the energy Ege′ of the 2A state e′ is substantially
larger than the energy Ege of state e,14,15 whereas in polyenes
longer than butadiene Ege′ is slightly smaller than Ege.
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large energetic spacing between states e and e′ in polymethines
imparts the potential for large AOS figures-of-merit when the
incoming optical data signals are at an energy ℏω such that Ege
< 2ℏω < Ege′. In this situation, |Re(γ)| can exhibit significant
preresonant enhancement because of the small energy
difference between ℏω and Ege without incurring significant
losses due to TPA.20 In polyenes by contrast, 2ℏω must be
smaller than Ege′ to avoid significant TPA losses, which does
not allow for significant preresonant enhancement of Re(γ).
While we note that the FOM in polymethines depends on
solid-state packing effects as we recently discussed,21 here our
focus is on the electronic properties of the isolated molecules.
Polymethines typically have large negative Re(γ)’s that very

strongly increase in magnitude with backbone length as long as
the molecular symmetry (C2v) is maintained.22,23 To under-
stand this behavior, it is useful to consider the expression for
molecular γ, written in terms of state energies and transition
dipole moments in the framework of an essential-state model24

derived from the sum-over-states (SOS) expression:25
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Here, Γge is a damping factor used to account for the
broadening of the TPA spectrum. The (“dipolar”) D term in
the SOS expression is typically negligible for polymethines, as
the difference between the state dipole moments of the ground
and first excited state Δμeg is small. This then leaves
contributions solely arising from the (“negative”) N and
(“two-photon”) T terms. The large negative Re(γ) character-
istic of polymethines originates from the inherently large
transition dipole moment μge between the ground and first

excited states,14 which is raised to the fourth power in the N
term and therefore dominates the SOS expression. While many
polymethines studied to date have large |Re(γ)|, they also tend
to have significant TPA that reduces the figure-of-merit.26,27

This TPA dependence arises from the T term, which involves a
sum over transitions from the first excited state to higher-lying
TPA-allowed states, in particular the 2A state e′. Hence, when
considering the design of molecular structures with N ≫ T, the
contribution from the second excited state (e.g., Ege′ and μee′)
becomes the most significant characteristic to evaluate.
While it is generally found that the ratio of Ege′ to Ege is

around 1.7,28 the relationship between polymethine chemical
structure and μee′ is not well understood. Although μee′ is small
enough in some polymethines that the role of the T term in
Re(γ) is negligible,27−29 in other structures μee′ is comparable in
magnitude to μge.

12 Thus, it is important to better understand
the relationship between chemical structure and μee′. Since the
T term in the SOS expression for Re(γ) is positive,25 a small
μee′ aids in maximizing |Re(γ)|; in addition, since the T term
plays the most significant role in determining the Im(γ)
magnitude, a small μee′ leads to a small TPA cross-section in
state e′, which helps keep Im(γ) small. We note, in contrast,
that the T term for polyenes is typically larger than the N term,
as the polyenes have many low-lying TPA states, resulting in a
positive, smaller Re(γ).14

Achieving detailed insight into the structure−property
relationships that affect μee′ is thus critical to the design of
chromophores with improved NLO properties for AOS.30

Here, we use electronic-structure methods to examine μee′ for a
series of streptocyanines (i.e., polymethines with amino end
substituents) and polyenes (Figure 1) that have long been used
as model systems in computational and experimental studies of
NLO response.14,21,23,24,31 The molecular structures are varied
in terms of the (i) conjugated path length and (ii) donor/
acceptor substitution in the center of the molecular unit to
evaluate effects common to the design of molecules for NLO
response. We find that a key parameter determining the
magnitude of μee′ is the energetic spacing among the first
several frontier molecular orbitals, in particular the energetic
gaps between the HOMO−1 and HOMO levels and the
LUMO and LUMO+1 levels. As will be shown, the unique
nodal patterns of the MOs in polymethines make donor/
acceptor substitution in the center of the molecular unit a
straightforward way of tuning the MO spacing. The insights
gleaned in our theoretical study of substituent impacts on
structure−property relationships are applicable to a much
broader range of structural modifications to the polymethines.

■ METHODOLOGY
We first note that an important aspect from our calculations is
to determine how the transition density changes as a function
of molecular length and substitution. Just as a state dipole
moment can be considered as a sum of contributions from the
charge density associated with each atom, a transition dipole
moment can be considered as a sum of contributions from the
transition density at each atom, which is computed as the
product of the wave functions of the initial and final states. In
addition, since each wave function is a sum of contributions
from the various electronic configurations, the transition dipole
moment can be considered as a sum of contributions from each
pair of initial and final electronic configurations. Hence, the
decomposition of the transition dipole moments into (i) atomic
transition densities and (ii) contributions from the component

Figure 1. Energy-level diagrams and chemical structures for polyenes
(left) and the polymethines commonly known as streptocyanines
(right). Here, we consider molecular lengths of n = 1−5 and
substitution with −OCH3 or −CF3 groups on the central carbon atom
of the streptocyanines and the central two carbon atoms of the
polyenes.
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electronic configurations via the molecular orbitals and
configuration interaction coefficients32 provides a valuable
tool to examine molecular structure effects on μee′. This insight
will be used to gain a better handle on how common chemical
modifications to polyenes and polymethines affect the NLO
response. We note that the polymethines have very little
geometric change upon excitation, as evidenced by the sharp
absorption peaks with little vibronic structure in the
experimental OPA and TPA spectra28 and computed OPA
spectra;33,34 therefore, we have neglected vibronic effects and
focused solely on the electronic components of the transition
dipole moments.
The geometric structures of the polymethines and polyenes

were optimized via density functional theory (DFT) with the
ωB97X functional35 and cc-pVDZ basis set36 as implemented in
the Gaussian 09 (Rev. B.01) suite of programs.37 The excited-
state properties were then evaluated using a configuration
interaction (CI) approach with the INDO Hamiltonian;14,32,38

this approach has previously provided excellent agreement with
the experimental TPA properties of π-conjugated systems.39,40

The CI active space included all single-electron (S) excitations
within the 20 highest-lying occupied molecular orbitals (MOs)
and 20 lowest-lying unoccupied MOs and all double-electron
(D) excitations within the four highest-lying occupied MOs and
four lowest-lying unoccupied MOs.41

The transition dipole moment μee′ between states e and e′ is
an off-diagonal matrix element of the dipole operator μ⃗:

∫ ∫μ μ ρ= ⟨Ψ| ⃗|Ψ ⟩ = Ψ* ⃗Ψ = ⃗′ ′ ′ → ′er d r erd ree e e e e
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where ρe→e′ is the transition density between states e and e′.
The total transition density and its decomposition into atomic
and electronic-configuration components are determined using
the CI coefficients and molecular orbitals from the INDO/
SDCI calculations. The wave functions |Ψe⟩ and |Ψe′⟩ from the
INDO/SDCI calculations are expressed as a sum of electronic
configurations |ψj⟩ with coefficients cj:
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where n, o, p, and q are spin orbitals.
For each pair of electronic configurations, the transition

dipole moment consists of an orbital component and a
quantum prefactor. The orbital component can only be

nonzero if the electronic configurations are no more than
one orbital different. If the electronic configurations are one
orbital different, the prefactor depends on both the number of
unpaired electrons in each configuration and the orbitals
between which the electron moves. As an example, we show
below the calculation of the quantum prefactor for the |H → L⟩
→ |H,H → L,L⟩ transition:
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The orbital component of each transition dipole moment is
determined by considering each molecular orbital as a sum of
atomic orbitals φi with coefficients aij:

∑ψ ϕ| ⟩ = | ⟩aj
i

ij i
(6)

and computed as a product of the two atomic orbital
coefficients and the atomic positions r ⃗ by assuming that the
transition density between each pair of atomic orbitals is
centered at the position of the atom and using the zero
differential overlap approximation:
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■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We first discuss how changes to the chemical structure
influence μee′ by investigating the influence of the conjugated
path length in streptocyanines and in polyenes; we then turn to
the impact of substitution with electron-rich and electron-
deficient moieties.

1. Influence of the Conjugated Path Length:
Streptocyanines. In the unsubstituted streptocyanine series
(n = 1−5, Figure 1), the first excited state e is of B2 symmetry
and is dominated by the HOMO → LUMO (H → L)
transition (CI contribution of 80−85%), as previously noted for
polymethines.14 The μge value is large and increases with
increasing molecular length (Table 1): as the HOMOs and
LUMOs within the series extend over the full π system,
lengthening the molecule allows the transition density to be
large near both ends of the molecule, far from the molecular
center. We note that the computed Ege values fall within 0.2 eV
of reported experimental absorption maxima for the longer
streptocyanines, though Ege is somewhat underestimated for the
shortest cyanines; importantly, the μge values are in reasonable
agreement with the experimental oscillator strengths.42,43
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The second excited state e′, on the other hand, is described
by three electronic configurations: two single-electron
excitations (H−1 → L and H → L+1) and one double-
electron excitation (H, H → L, L). Since this state has A1
symmetry, the transition from e to e′ is one-photon-allowed.44
However, μee′ is significantly smaller than μge.
To understand the relatively small magnitude of μee′, we first

consider the atomic transition densities. As shown in Figure 2,

the atomic transition densities composing μee′ are small, a result
that, at first sight, might appear to suggest poor orbital overlap
in the transition. However, this is not the case, as all of the
orbitals involved in the transition are π orbitals that extend
across the molecular backbone (Figure 3).
In fact, it is useful to separate μee′ into the components

coming from each of the three pairs of electronic configurations
involved in the e → e′ transition to understand how they
individually contribute to the total transition dipole moment.
The decomposition strategy reveals that three terms dominate
μee′ in the streptocyanines; they correspond to the transitions
from [H → L] in state e to each of the three main electronic
configurations describing e′. Interestingly, any pure transition
involving one of these three pairs of configurations has a large

transition dipole moment, comparable in magnitude to μge; see
Figure 2. The key result, however, is that the transitions to the
two singly excited configurations contribute to μee′ with the
same sign, whereas the transition to the doubly excited
configuration has a contribution of opposite sign. This partial
cancellation of terms leads to μee′ being significantly smaller
than μge.
Another important result is that, as the streptocyanine length

increases, both the transition dipole moments of the
component transitions comprising μee′ and the CI contributions
for each configuration in e′ do change (see Figure 4), which
determines the dependence of μee′ on molecular length. The
transition dipole moments for each of the three pure transitions
increase as the polymethine length increases since the relevant
molecular orbitals extend along the entire molecular π system.
The energetic spacing of the frontier MOs (going from the
HOMO−1 level to the LUMO+1 level), shown in Figure 5,
determines both the relative energies and CI contributions of
the three component configurations in e′.45 For the shortest
streptocyanines, the energetic gap between the LUMO and
LUMO+1 levels is slightly smaller than the energetic gaps
between the HOMO and LUMO levels and between the
HOMO−1 and HOMO levels; thus, [H→ L+1] configurations
have slightly smaller energies than the other two configurations
and therefore have the largest CI contributions to the second
excited state. As the molecular length increases, the first several
frontier MOs become more evenly spaced, and the energy
differences among the three configurations decrease. This leads
to a decrease in the relative CI contribution of the [H → L+1]
configuration and an increase in the contributions of the other
configurations, particularly the doubly excited [H, H → L, L]
configuration. We recall that, for all molecular lengths, the
contributions of the two singly excited configurations to μee′
have the same sign, while the contribution of the doubly excited
configuration has the opposite sign. Since the sum of the
contributions of the single excitations decreases and the
contribution of the double excitation increases, the change in
the CI contributions results in significant cancellation and only
modest increase in μee′ with increasing streptocyanine length.
We note that if the CI contributions were constant with
increasing length and only the component transition dipole
moments changed, μee′ would increase by about 4 D as the
length increased from n = 1 to n = 5, instead of the actual value
of 1.46 D.

2. Influence of the Conjugated Path Length:
Polyenes. As noted in the introduction, the ordering of the
first two excited states in long polyenes is reversed relative to
the polymethines: the 2Ag state e′ is lower in energy than the
1Bu state e (Figure 1). Like in the streptocyanines, state e is
primarily a H → L excitation and μge is large (Table 2). State e′
has significant contributions not only from the same three
dominant excitations as in the streptocyanine state e′ ([H−1 →
L], [H → L+1], and [H, H → L, L]) but also (20−25%) from
the double-electron excitation [H−1, H → L, L+1].46 Since the
transition dipole moment of a pure transition from [H → L]→
[H−1, H → L, L+1] is substantially smaller than those of the
other pure transitions, the contribution to μee′ is negligible and
will not be considered further.
In the polyenes, all three of the pure transitions with a

significant contribution to μee′ have transition dipole moments
that increase with length; however, the [H→ L]→ [H, H→ L,
L] transition dipole moment has a weaker dependence on
molecular length than the other two transitions (Figure 6). This

Table 1. Excited-State Energies (eV) and Transition Dipole
Moments (Debye) for the Streptocyanines

molecular length (n) Ege Ege′ μge μee′

1 2.94 4.83 7.83 1.80
2 2.40 4.21 11.05 1.75
3 2.18 3.51 13.70 2.33
4 1.98 3.07 16.08 2.84
5 1.86 2.77 18.36 3.26

Figure 2. INDO/SDCI atomic transition densities and transition
dipole moment μee′ as well as their major components for the (n = 4)
streptocyanine. The areas of the circles are proportional to the
transition densities associated with each atom; the color represents the
phase of the transition density.
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is due primarily to the spatial distribution of the orbitals
involved in the transition. The polyene HOMO and LUMO
levels are more localized near the center of the molecule
(Figure 3), whereas the HOMO−1 and LUMO+1 levels have
larger contributions at the polyene ends; these trends become
even more pronounced as the molecular length increases. Since

the extent of the molecular orbitals involved in the [H → L] →
[H, H → L, L] transition do not increase as rapidly as the
molecular length, the corresponding transition dipole moment
has an overall weaker length dependence; this is in contrast to
the streptocyanines, where the molecular orbitals have a more
even distribution along the entire molecular backbone, leading
to more similar length dependences among the pure transition
dipole moments.
As in the streptocyanines, the single excitations have

contributions of the same sign to μee′, while the double
excitation contributes with the opposite sign. In contrast, the CI
contributions of the three electronic configurations contribu-
ting to the second excited states of the polyenes do not change
significantly with length; as a result, μee′ increases linearly as the

Figure 3. Frontier molecular orbitals of the streptocyanines and polyenes.

Figure 4. Evolution with streptocyanine length of (A) the transition
dipole moments of the pure component transitions; (B) the CI
contributions of the primary excitations in e′; and (C) μee′ and its
major components.

Figure 5. Energies of the streptocyanine frontier molecular orbitals at
the INDO level.

Table 2. Excited-State Energies (eV) and Transition Dipole
Moments (Debye) for Polyenes from Hexatriene (n = 1) to
Tetradecaheptaene (n = 5)a

molecular length (n) Ege′ Ege Ege″ μee′ μge μee″

1 4.69 6.11 8.70 2.30 6.00 12.3
2 4.49 5.48 7.86 3.93 7.57 14.4
3 4.46 5.19 7.38 3.48 9.10 18.1
4 4.18 4.94 6.76 4.39 10.6 20.3
5 4.00 4.44 6.30 5.39 11.8 22.3

aIn these molecules, e′ is the lowest excited state; see Figure 1.
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polyene length increases. Since μee′ is small in absolute value,
the TPA cross-section of state e′ is very small, in agreement
with experimental observations.17

It is interesting to recall that computational47−51 and
experimental17 evidence indicates that polyenes have a
higher-lying mAg state (e″) with a very significant TPA cross-
section. The measured difference between the two-photon
fluorescence activity of states e′ and e″ in octatetraene17 implies
that μee″ is on the order of three times the magnitude of μee′.

52

With the same computational strategy as that used to
understand the magnitude of μee′, we find that state e″ is
primarily a linear combination of the same excitations that
contribute to state e′; however, the sign of the double [H, H →
L, L] excitation is reversed relative to that in state e′, so all three
transitions contribute to μee″ in the same manner. Hence, we
arrive at the critical conclusion that μee″ in polyenes is large due
to this additive effect rather than cancellation among the major
contributing terms seen for μee′.
3. Influence of Electron-Donating (Methoxy) and

-Withdrawing (Trifluoromethyl) Substituents. The de-
pendence of μee′ on the molecular orbital energies suggests
design principles that can be used to modulate μee′ by
controlling the energetic spacings among the first few frontier
molecular orbitals. If an electron-donating or electron-with-
drawing substituent is added to the streptocyanine or polyene
structures (here, a methoxy or a trifluoromethyl group), it
primarily perturbs the energies of the molecular orbitals that
have a significant weight of the wave function on the atom to
which the substituent is bound. An important distinguishing

feature between the polymethines and polyenes is that, in the
case of the HOMO and LUMO levels, polymethines can have
nodes either on bonds or on carbon atoms, whereas nodes only exist
on bonds in polyenes. To address effects due to substitution
with electron donors or acceptors while maintaining molecular
symmetry, we have considered streptocyanines with one
substituent on the central carbon atom and polyenes with
substituents on the two central carbon atoms.
In polymethines, the π orbitals with an odd number of nodes

have a node on the central carbon atom, while the remaining π
orbitals have significant contribution to the wave function on
the central carbon atom. In a streptocyanine containing n
carbon−carbon double bonds, the HOMO has n+1 nodes
(Figure 3); thus, the HOMO will have a node on the central
carbon only if n is even. The LUMO+1 has the same gerade or
ungerade symmetry as the HOMO, while the HOMO−1 and
LUMO have the opposite symmetry. Due to this symmetry
pattern, a substituent added to the central carbon atom of a
streptocyanine where n is even primarily affects the HOMO−1
and LUMO orbital energies and has a much smaller effect on
the HOMO and LUMO+1 energies; if n is instead odd, the
pattern of which orbital energies are significantly affected is
reversed.
The substituent has an important effect on the spacing of the

polymethine frontier MOs. In particular, if n is even, an
electron-withdrawing substituent stabilizes the HOMO−1 and
LUMO, thereby narrowing the HOMO−LUMO gap but
broadening the energetic spacing between the HOMO−1 and
HOMO and between the LUMO and LUMO+1. This stabilizes
the [H, H → L, L] excitation while having a smaller effect on
the energies of the [H−1 → L] and [H → L+1] transitions. In
this case, the coefficient of the double excitation in state e′
increases, thereby decreasing μee′; see Figure 7. Conversely, if
an electron-donating substituent is added in the same position,
the HOMO−LUMO gap increases while the gaps between the
HOMO−1 and HOMO and the LUMO and LUMO+1
decrease, thereby increasing μee′.
In contrast, if n is odd, a substituent on the central carbon

atom primarily affects the HOMO and LUMO+1 energies, and
the effect of the substituent on μee′ is reversed relative to the
case where n is even. The stabilizing effect of the electron-
withdrawing substituent in this case decreases the energetic
spacing between the HOMO−1 and HOMO and the LUMO
and LUMO+1, thus increasing μee′. The electron-donating
substituent has the reverse effect and decreases μee′.
In the case of the polyenes, the frontier molecular orbitals

have significant electron density on both central carbon atoms.
Unlike in the polymethines, both electron-donating and
electron-withdrawing substituents increase μee′ by 1−1.5 D
and cause a slight reduction in the energetic spacing between
the HOMO and HOMO−1. The contributions of the two
single excitations to state e′ increase with the addition of the
substituents, with a corresponding decrease in the contribution
of the [H−1, H→ L, L+1] excitation. It must be noted that the
trifluoromethyl substituents on the polyene result in a torsion
angle of 140° instead of 180° around the central carbon−
carbon bond; the energy-minimized geometry indicates that the
torsion is related to energetically favorable hydrogen-bonding
interactions between the fluorine and hydrogen atoms (H−F
distances of 2.29 and 2.17 Å). Data from both the energetic
minimum (solid lines) and a planar structure with one
imaginary frequency (dotted lines) are shown in Figure 7 and

Figure 6. Evolution with polyene length of (A) the transition dipole
moments of the pure component transitions; (B) the CI contributions
of the primary excitations in e′; and (C) μee′ and its major
components.
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reveal a fairly minor change to the pattern of μee′ as a function
of the geometric difference.
These results highlight the critical feature of the energetic

spacing of the frontier molecular orbital, which can be dictated
by chemical substitution and the nodal patterns along the
conjugated backbone, in determining the magnitude of μee′.
The sign of the evolution in μee′ depends not on whether the
substituent is electron-donating or electron-withdrawing but
instead on how the substituent affects the molecular orbital
energetic spacings. In particular, μee′ is small only when there is
a large energetic spacing between the HOMO−1 and HOMO
levels and the LUMO and LUMO+1 levels, which allows for
nearly complete cancellation among the leading terms that
contribute to μee′.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Evaluating the potential of third-order nonlinear optical
materials requires a detailed understanding of the nature of
the optical response beyond the first excited state, and in
particular of the characteristics of the two-photon absorbing
states. Although a large μee′ is critical for applications where
two-photon absorption is desired, all-optical switching
applications require a small μee′. Here, we have used a
decomposition scheme to understand how the one- and two-
electron configurations contributing to the e and e′ states and

the transitions between them ultimately determine the strength
of μee′. While it has been noted32 previously that μee′ is
generally large when state e′ consists primarily of one single-
electron excitation and is smaller when state e′ consists of a
linear combination of single-electron and double-electron
excitations, we have demonstrated how molecular structure,
including effects of both conjugation length and substitution,
influences the transition dipole moments of the individual
electronic transitions that constitute μee′ in streptocyanines and
polyenes.
The decomposition of μee′ indicates that its magnitude results

from the interplay of two key factors: (i) the magnitudes of the
pure component transition dipole moments that contribute to
μee′, which relate to the spatial extent of the relevant frontier
molecular orbitals (essentially from HOMO−1 to LUMO+1);
and (ii) the contribution (CI coefficients) of each excitation to
state e′, resulting from the energetic spacing of the frontier
molecular orbitals. In particular, to achieve a small μee′ in
polymethines, the contribution of the [H, H → L, L]
configuration in e′ should be large, as it contributes in
subtractive fashion to μee′. This can be accomplished by
maintaining a large energy spacing between the HOMO−1 and
HOMO levels and the LUMO and LUMO+1 levels, such that
the three configurations with significant contributions to e′ are
comparable in energy. When electron-donating and electron-
withdrawing moieties are substituted on the central portions of
the conjugated backbones, our results demonstrate that the
same substituent can either increase or decrease μee′ depending
on the nodal patterns of the bridge-based frontier molecular
orbitals.
The critical role of the energetic spacing of the frontier

molecular orbitals in determining the magnitude of μee′ suggests
design principles that can be applied as a broader range of
structural modifications to the polymethines are considered.
This is particularly true for potential end-group substituents,
which have not been taken into account here. Such careful
consideration should enable the design of chromophores with
the large FOM critical for AOS applications. Efforts along these
lines are currently being carried out in our laboratory.
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